
Reading Intervention (3rd Grade) - Week of Apr 27 - May 1

Skill Directions

Phonics Sound Boxes Have students point to each phonics sound box and say the sound(s) the 
team of letters make. 

Nonsense Word Fluency
(Phonics Decoding)

Students needs to point to each word and read it fluently. If the student 
struggles to accurately read the word, then prompt the student to identify 
the vowel sound prior to reading the whole word. 

Word Reading Fluency
Have students fluently read through these words for practice. These 
words are a combination of sight words and words they can decode using 
phonics skills. These are common words students see over and over in 
print. They should be reading the words with automaticity. 

Multisyllabic Words & 
Words with Parts

Have students apply their decoding strategies to read the words. Student 
may underline the vowels in the words and break the words apart by 
syllables/word chunks.

Sentence Fluency Have students independently read the sentences daily until they can read 
them fluently. 

Fluency Passage 

Research has shown that improved fluency supports comprehension of 
text and leads to better overall readers. Please have your student read 
this passage aloud daily. There is no need to time the student. The goal 
is not about reading the passage as fast as he/she can. The students 
need to strive to read the passage with accuracy, in phrases and with 
expression.  You can pretend to be a newscaster while reading.  



Phonics Sound Boxes



Nonsense Word Fluency
cag tet hon rog ut

ked wom dut yom fid

chack pibe brod thrat vite

scast vate blit nort serb

splon wobe yark grest speam

nount cleep lerp quift froot

sloam grock flandy scound kie

knide vorty wable skispy exhasp



Word Reading  Fluency
every wait mouth great behind

sign above worst years through

either chance person slide frozen

draw meal whole pretty place

high alarm base percent example

follow idea face traffic family

leave wrong sauce factory jungle



Multisyllabic Words
misinterpret automatic foolproof noiseless

disappoint destroyer frustrate exhaustion

storekeeper ointment corduroy jewelry

advertisement screwdriver exploit thundercloud

southwestern drawbridge emphasis knuckle

shipwreck misjudgement underneath graphite

absence committee authentic encounter



Words with Parts
decaying distraction suction bemoaning

unmentionable reasonable infection explainable

invention delightful prescription independent

exclaimed extinction unhelpful darkness

insightful disastrous construction tremendous

famous attention nervously glamorous

connectable industry predictable container



Sentence Fluency
Can you exterminate the ants before they eat all 
of the food in the pantry? 

The man gave them instructions about how to 
design and remodel the mansion.

The container leaked so it was not effective for 
holding water.

The new construction will result in the expansion 
of the school.

Our new airplane propeller has been extremely 
effective providing a smoother landing. 

Yesterday, the dentist had to extract my tooth 
because I had developed a large cavity.



Fluency Passage
A Present for Me

   I wanted to take my stepmother out to dinner for her birthday
and pay for our dinner with my own money. I wanted it to be a
surprise and I wanted it to be just from me. The problem was, I
didn’t have any money!
    I went out to try to find ways to earn money. The lady who
lives in the apartment upstairs said she wanted to get rid of all
her empty soda cans and bottles. She said I could keep the
money for the deposit if I took all of the cans and bottles back to 
the store. It took me five trips, but I got them all taken back to 
the store.
   The man in the apartment downstairs said I could walk his
dog after supper every night for two weeks. Our neighbor lady
said she could use some help putting out the trash and getting rid
of old newspapers. One lady in our building said she would like
some help with her groceries, but she couldn’t afford to pay me.
I helped her anyway. She said she would give me some flowers
to give to my stepmother.
   The day before her birthday I asked Mom if she would go on
a date with me for dinner. She was surprised when I paid for the
dinner with the money I had earned. She made me tell her where
I had gotten the money. Then she gave me a big hug and said it
was the best birthday present ever. I think she liked the flowers
the best of all.

   


